
Building economic value through 
interconnected networks

Digital Asset changes how businesses and markets interact. Our technology works across traditional boundaries, creating 
interconnected networks where information and value flow freely.

Technology and trusted data are critical to success in an increasingly interconnected global economy — yet the 
software and systems underlying services and commerce are isolated, disconnected, and inefficient.

Digital Asset helps its customers forge 
seamless connections by enabling data 
to cross business boundaries, drive 
growth and reduce risk with efficient 
workflows, and reshape businesses 
with solutions that power innovation. 

Who We Are

Digital Asset was founded in 2014 to address the inherent inefficiencies 

and risks of complex business processes in financial markets. Over the 

past seven years, we have evolved into a technology and services firm 

that identifies and works with institutions of all types to solve 

deep-rooted business challenges and drive economic growth and 

innovation. We hire technologists and industry experts from the markets 

we serve, giving us deep knowledge and insight into the problems our 

customers face.

What Makes Us One of a Kind

Learn more at digitalasset.com
or contact us at sales@digitalasset.com 

T E C H N O LO G Y:

We design and deliver technology 

that enhances legacy systems and 

workflows with efficient, seamless, 

secure, and interconnected 

applications.

We enable organizations to 

reimagine business operations and 

drive measurable value by     

providing solutions, vision, and 

advice based on deep market and 

technical expertise. 

E X P E RT  S E R V I C E S :

We create interconnected, global 

virtual networks that solve complex, 

deep-seated business issues and 

drive opportunity and innovation.

I N T E RC O N N E C T E D :



Why Use Our Technology

Leading organizations partner with Digital Asset to create new, multi-party 

solutions that transform disparate silos into synchronized networks. 

F L E X I B I L I T Y
Readily incorporate new requirements into existing 
workflows to support expansion or meet regulatory demands. 

P O RTA B I L I T Y
Move an application to a different provider as needs evolve, 
creating significant flexibility and removing costly vendor 
lock-in.

P R I VAC Y
Meet increasingly stringent data privacy demands while 
providing the right information at the right time to the right 
parties, based on explicit, pre-defined rights and permissions. 

Our Customers, Partners,
and Investors

Digital Asset is the creator of Daml, a leading multi-party application framework and programming language inspired by 

the innovation of smart contract and distributed ledger technology. With Daml, organization’s build applications that 

ensure systems remain in sync and entitled participants have access to reliable, real-time information and transaction 

status at all times. Daml’s application framework provides businesses the following benefits:

C O M P O S A B I L I T Y
Use existing code to create new applications, products, and 
services, expediting time to market. 

E X T E N S I B I L I T Y
Expand existing workflows and easily update permissions, 
integrating additional data sources into an application. 

I N T E RO P E R A B I L I T Y
Easily connect and deploy applications on an increasing 
number of infrastructures, leveraging our ledger partners 
to create broader, interconnected networks.

Digital Asset’s technology has been tested for performance and stability and is independently certified for both 

security and compliance. Our clients benefit from comprehensive training and can rely on expert client service.

Learn more at digitalasset.com
or contact us at sales@digitalasset.com 


